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Abstract
In this Letter, we point out that in the eternal inflation driven by the metastable vacua of the landscape, it might be possible that some large
and local quantum fluctuations with the null energy condition violation can stride over the barriers between different vacua and straightly create
some islands with radiation and matter in new vacua. Then these thermalized islands will evolve with the standard cosmology. We show that such
islands may be consistent with our observable universe, while has some distinctly observable signals, which may be tested in coming observations.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.Recently, the string landscape with large number of meta-
stable vacua has received increased attentions [1–3], which gen-
erally exhibit the cosmological dynamics as eternal inflation
[4,5]. The tunnelling between various vacua of landscape may
be mediated by the CDL instanton [6], which behaves as a bub-
ble nucleating in new vacuum. However, the bubble universe
nucleated is generally empty and negatively curved, which can
hardly become our real world. Thus to produce a universe con-
taining the structure, a period of slow roll inflation inside the
bubble is needed [7], which reduces the curvature, provides the
primordial density perturbation and large number of entropy re-
quired by the observable universe. The occurrence of inflation
with enough efolding number requires that the potential above
new minimum should have a nearly flat and long plain, which
actually means a fine tuning, since the regions with nearly flat
potential are generally expected to be quite rare in the string
landscape. Thus it will be interesting to check whether there
are other possibilities to lead to a universe like ours.
The landscape will be populated during the eternal inflation.
Thus in principle there may be many quantum fluctuations with
various spatial and temporal scales in each vacua of the land-
scape, which may violate the NEC [8], see also Ref. [9] for
discussions. However, most of these fluctuations are cosmolog-
ical irrelevant, since generally they will be generated and then
return rapidly to their original vacuum. The significant fluctu-
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Open access under CC BY license.ations are those enough large, as studied in the island universe
model [10,11], in which the vacuum background is that with the
observed value of the current cosmological constant. Thus with
diverse environments of string landscape, we may expect that it
is possible that some large and local quantum fluctuations with
the NEC violation can stride over the barrier between different
vacua in the landscape and straightly create some thermalized
regions in new vacua. This might be phenomenally illustrated
by applying the HM instanton [12], since the HM instanton may
be regarded as a thermal fluctuation whose rate can be given by
the difference in the entropies between the fluctuation and the
equilibrium state [2]. In a normal landscape in which the bar-
riers between various minima are neither sharp nor broad [13],
the CDL instanton and HM instanton will be expected to co-
exist [14]. This suggests that in some regions the bubbles with
new vacua will be nucleated, while in other regions the jump
to the top of the potential barrier will occur, which is mediated
by the HM instanton, and then the field will rapidly roll down
along the another side of barrier to new vacuum and the same
reheating as that after inflation will occur, see Fig. 1. Thus it
may be expected that this thermalized region will be followed
by a standard evolution of radiation domination. In this Letter
we will check whether some of them are able to become our
observable universe.
These thermalized regions are generally different from the
bubbles nucleated by the CDL instanton. The bubbles are either
empty or dominated by the vacuum energy of new vacua, while
the thermalized regions are those filled with radiation and mat-
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here. In the eternal inflation, the bubbles with vacuum ‘c’ can be produced by
the CDL instanton from either ‘a’ or ‘d’ vacua. The endpoint of tunnelling from
‘a’ would lie on a plain region ‘b’ of potential, and thus the bubble of ‘a’ → ‘c’
will have a period of inflation and then may evolve to our real world, whereas
the bubble of ‘d’ → ‘c’ will be empty, as is given by the black dashed lines.
However, here we pointed out that ‘d’ → ‘c’ may be also induced by some
large and local quantum fluctuation with the NEC violation, which produces
some thermalized islands, as is given by the green dashed line. These islands
will evolve with the standard FRW cosmology and some of them may like our
observable universes. Note that it is also possible that some islands are gener-
ated in ‘b’ due to the NEC violating fluctuations in ‘a’. However, in this case
the radiation and matter will be diluted quickly and the island universe will then
enter an inflation phase dominated by the vacuum energy in ‘b’, which will have
the same results as usual slow roll inflation. Here what we concern is the case
of the green dashed line, which might provide a different avenue to an observ-
able universe in the landscape. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
ter, which thus more like some islands emerging from the dS
background sea. Note that in this Letter what is referred as the
“island” is such an emergently thermalized region which is gen-
erated by a large fluctuation in original vacuum but emerges in
a different vacuum, see the green dashed line in Fig. 1, which
is actually slightly not in its original meaning [10]. Thus here
the emergence of island will be inevitably related to the tunnel-
ing in the landscape, especially the HM tunneling, as has been
mentioned. In this sense, the emerging probability of islands in
new vacua may be given by that of the HM instanton between
different vacua, while in Refs. [10,11] with the cosmological
constant background, it is not clear in what case we can calcu-
late the emerging probability of island.
The “thermalized” here means that the resulting state is a
thermal state with radiation and matter, in which all compo-
nents are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. Thus this part
of region is similar to that after the reheating following a slow
roll inflation. This can be distinguished from the discussion in
Ref. [15], in which the state after the fluctuation is assumed to
be an observable universe with structures, and also from the re-
cycling universe proposed in Ref. [16], see also Ref. [17], in
which the state after the fluctuation is another dS spacetime.
Though the spawning of island in the landscape is actually
a quantum process, it may be regarded phenomenally or semi-
classically as an NEC violating evolution to study, as was done
in Ref. [11], see also Ref. [18]. Thus in this sense the island
actually shares some remarkable successes of inflation model.
The reason is that the inflation can be generally regarded as an
accelerated stage, and so may defined as an epoch when the co-
moving Hubble length decreases, which actually occurs equallyduring an NEC violating expansion. When the island emerges,
the change of local background may be depicted by the dras-
tic evolution of local Hubble parameter ‘h’, where the “local”
means that the quantities, such as the scale factor ‘a’ and ‘h’,
only character the values of the NEC violating region. We begin
with introducing ‘’ defined −h˙/h2, which can be regarded as
  1
ht
h
h
, and thus actually describes the change of h in unit
of Hubble time. During the NEC violating fluctuation, h˙ > 0,
thus  < 0 can be deduced. We assume here that  is constant
for simplicity. Thus after making the integral for the definition
of , we have a ∼ h1/||.
The more rapid the fluctuation is, in principle the stronger it
can be, which in some sense is also a reflection of the uncer-
tainty relation between the energy and time in quantum dynam-
ics. Therefore to make the NEC violating fluctuate be so strong
as to be able to create the islands of our observable universe, we
should take the time scale of the NEC violation
(1)
∫
dt =
e∫
i
dh
||h2 
1
||hi
be vanishingly small, where the subscript ‘i’ and ‘e’ denote the
initial and end value of the NEC violating fluctuation respec-
tively, and thus hi is determined by the energy scale of original
vacuum. To make
∫
dt → 0, we need hi or || is quite large.
The larger hi is the more violent the fluctuation is anticipative.
However, as will be showed here, hi is required to be so small
as to solve the horizon problem of standard cosmology. Thus
Eq. (1) suggests ||  1, which means that though during the
fluctuation the change of h is drastic, the expansion of the scale
factor is extremely slow, since a ∼ h1/||.
The scale of the NEC violating region is generally required
to be larger than the Hubble scale of original vacuum [10], see
also Refs. [19–21]. This is also consistent with application of
the HM instanton action in which the region tunnelling to the
top of the barrier corresponds to the Hubble scale of the origi-
nal vacuum, which may be understood by using the stochastic
approach to inflation [22–25]. This result sets the initial value
of local evolution of a, and since it is nearly unchanged during
the fluctuation,
(2)ae  ai  1/hi,
may be deduced, which means that the smaller hi is, the larger
the scale of local thermalized region after the fluctuation is. To
obtain enough efolding number for solving the horizon problem
of standard cosmology, we need ae  1/he, thus hi  he is
required, which may be also seen as follows:
(3)N ≡ ln
(
aehe
ah
)
is the efolding number of mode with some scale ∼ 1/k, where
k = ah, which leaves the horizon before the end of the NEC
violating fluctuation, and thus ke is the last mode to be gener-
ated. When taking ah = a0h0, where the subscript ‘0’ denotes
the present time, we generally have N ∼ 50, which is required
by observable cosmology, see Ref. [26] for a discussion on the
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mately
(4)N  ln
(
he
hi
)
 ln
(
Te
Λi
)2
,
where Λi  h1/2i is the energy scale of original vacuum and
Te  h1/2e is the thermalized temperature after the NEC vi-
olating fluctuation, which may be the same as the reheating
temperature after inflation, and m2p = 1 has been taken. When
taking N  50 and Te ∼ 1015 GeV, we have Λi ∼ TeV. For a
lower Te , Λi is required to be smaller. Thus unlike the case in
Refs. [10,11], it seems that here the efolding number required to
solve the horizon problem of standard cosmology cannot be al-
ways obtained. To have an enough efolding number, an enough
low original vacuum should be selected. The reason is that the
smaller Λi is, the larger the Hubble scale of corresponding dS
vacuum is, and thus the size of local universe after the fluctu-
ation and the efolding number. This result also suggests that if
our universe is actually such an island originated from last vac-
uum, then the observations made in our universe might have
recorded some information on last vacuum. For example, for
the efolding number N > 50, we may know that its energy
scale should be low, and further if the thermalization temper-
ature Te is about 1015 GeV, our universe must not be originate
from a fluctuation of those vacua with the energy density larger
than TeV scale. In principle, the Te should be required to be
lower than that the monopoles production needs, while higher
than TeV. This cannot only avoid the monopole problem afflict-
ing the standard cosmology, but helps to provide a solution to
the matter genesis.
The calculations of primordial scalar perturbation during the
evolution with the NEC violation have been done in Refs. [11,
18,27,28]. The emergence of island in the landscape corre-
sponds to the limit case with   −1. In Ref. [11], which
firstly calculates the curvature perturbation of island universe,
in which the background vacuum is taken as the observed value
of cosmological constant, it has been shown that the spectrum
of Bardeen potential Φ before the thermalization is dominated
by an increasing mode and is nearly scale invariant, which un-
der some conditions may induce scale invariant curvature per-
turbation. Whether the resulting spectrum is scale invariant is
determined by the physics at the epoch of thermalization. Thus
in this case there is generally an uncertainty, see the discussions
in Ref. [11]. However, later it was noted that the curvature per-
turbation may be also induced by the entropy perturbation [27],
or by the perturbation of test scalar field [28] before the thermal-
ization, which under certain conditions may have a nearly scale
invariant spectrum and proper amplitude required by the ob-
servations. The curvature perturbation induced by the entropy
perturbation has same form as that by the Bardeen potential
[27], only up to a numerical factor with unite order, which, more
importantly, is not dependent of the physical detail of thermal-
ized surface. Thus unlike the case in Refs. [10,11], when with
more freedom degrees provided by the landscape, since in low
energy the landscape may be approximated as the space of a
set of fields with a complicated and rugged potential, it may bemore natural to consider the curvature perturbation induced by
the entropy perturbation, which will definitely give the scale in-
variant spectrum with proper amplitude. In Refs. [11,27], the
amplitude of curvature perturbation is given by
(5)Ps ∼= ||h2e,
which only depends on || and he . When || → ∞, the pertur-
bation amplitude will be divergent. Thus for our purpose, the
value of || seems to require a litter fine tuning. For example,
having taken Te ∼ 1015 GeV as the thermalization temperature
and || ∼ 102, we have Ps ∼ 10−10 for (5), which is just the
observed amplitude of CMB [29]. In principle,  may be taken
as a larger value, however, in this case to have a proper am-
plitude, the thermalization temperature Te should be smaller.
Here the fine tuning for  is actually similar to that appearing
in the inflation model. They are related to each other by a dual
transformation || ↔ 1/|| [27], which also corresponds to a
duality between their background evolutions, i.e., between the
nearly exponent expansion with ||  0 and the slow expansion
|| → ∞.
The calculations of primordial tensor perturbation during the
evolution with the NEC violation have been done in Ref. [30].
The case corresponding to the island universe is given in
Eq. (13) of Ref. [11]. The spectrum is
(6)PT ∼= k3
∣∣∣∣v
(e)
k
ae
∣∣∣∣
2
 k
2
a2e
,
where the gauge invariant variable vk is related to the tensor per-
turbation hk by vk = ahk . It can be seen that the tensor spectrum
is quite blue, which is actually a reflection of the rapid increase
of background energy density during the NEC violating fluc-
tuation, see Ref. [30] for details. This result indicates that the
tensor amplitude in the island will be intensely suppressed on
large scale. To calculate the tensor amplitude, we may replace
ae by using ke = aehe in Eq. (6) and have
(7)PT  h2e
(
k
ke
)2
,
which gives the value of tensor amplitude in various scales.
Thus the value on large scale may be obtained by combining
Eqs. (3) and (4), and then substituting the result into Eq. (7),
which is PT ∼= h2i . This is quite low, for example, taking h2i 
Λi ∼ TeV, we have PT ∼ 10−60. Note that this result on large
scale is the same as that in Ref. [10], in which the dS sea phase
is suddenly matched to a radiation dominated phase and the
NEC violating mediated phase is neglected. However, in their
paper they argued that the tensor spectrum is scale invariant and
thus has same amplitude in all scales, while in our calculation
the spectrum is actually strong blue, which only is same as that
in Ref. [10] on large scale. The discrepancy between Refs. [10]
and [11] lies in the NEC violating phase neglected by Ref. [10],
which it is that tilts the tensor spectrum. In small scale, which
corresponds to take k = ke, we have PT  h2e , which is actually
quite large for a high thermalization scale.
In summary, we point out that in the eternal inflation driven
by the metastable vacua of the landscape, it may be possible
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violation can stride over the barriers between different vacua
in the landscape and straightly create some thermalized islands
in new vacua. We show that these islands may be consistent
with our observable universe. This result suggests that with the
landscape the observable universe may be some of many ther-
malized regions, which appear either by a slow roll inflation
after the nucleation of bubbles, followed by the reheating, or by
a straightly thermalization in new vacua without the slow roll
inflation, spawned within the eternally inflating background.
The observations in principle can determined whether we
live in an emergently thermalized island or in a reheating re-
gion after inflation inside bubble. It has been shown that in the
island the tensor amplitude is negligible on large scale, while
there exists a large class inflation model, such as large field
inflation model, with moderate amplitude of tensor perturba-
tion, see, e.g., Ref. [31] for the various inflation models. Thus it
seems that the detection of a stochastic tensor perturbation will
be consistent with the inflation model, while rule out the pos-
sibility that a straightly thermalized region is regarded as our
real world. The low tensor amplitude on large scale is also not
conflicted with the inflation model, e.g., some small field infla-
tion models. Thus in this case other distinguishabilities need to
be considered. The bubble after the nucleation described by the
CDL instanton is generally negatively curved, and thus the cor-
responding universe is an open universe, while the island leaded
to by the NEC violating fluctuation may be closed. Thus in prin-
ciple if the cosmological dynamics is actually controlled by a
landscape with many metastable vacua, the curvature measure-
ment of our universe will be significant to make clear where we
live in.
It should be fairly said that the discussions here is inevitably
slightly speculative, since a full description for the phenomena
with the NEC violation is still lacked for the moment. However,
the results showed here might have captured some essentials of
emergently thermalized island in the landscape, which might be
interesting and significant to phenomenological study of land-
scape cosmology.
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